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Repeated shape recovery of clustered nanopillars
by mechanical pulling†

Sang Moon Kim,‡ab Seong Min Kang,‡bc Chanseok Lee,c Segeun Jang,c

Junsoo Kim,d Hyein Seo,e Won-Gyu Bae,f Shu Yang*g and Hyunsik Yoon*e

High-aspect-ratio (HAR) nanopillars are of interest for wetting, adhesion, and energy harvesting due to their

superior surface properties, including large surface area and high compliance. However, their intrinsically

low mechanical stability has been a major obstacle for practical applications that require repeated use and

in wet and humid environments. Herein, we show a method that can recover the clustered or deformed

HAR nanopillars to their original shapes by taking advantage of the mechanical compliance of the

nanopillars toward pulling during a demolding process. The pillars can be repeatedly clustered and

recovered many times. Our method is simple yet powerful to recover the clustered nanopillars over a large

area (7 � 10 cm2). By taking advantage of the different optical properties of the clustered pillars vs. the

straight ones, we demonstrate display and erasing of patterns and tunable wettability by stamping the

nanopillars to induce clustering, followed by shape recovery via demolding of the pillars.

Introduction

High-aspect-ratio (HAR) nano- and micropillars are of great
interest for a wide range of potential applications due to their
superior surface properties, including large surface area and
high compliance. Inspired by a gecko’s foot hair, HAR pillars
have been extensively studied as gecko-like dry adhesives.1,2

The pillar arrays could also be made superhydrophobic because
of the ability to trap air pockets between the pillar arrays.3,4

When HAR pillars with large spacing are decorated with nano-
particles on top, they can be both transparent and amphiphobic
(i.e., repelling both water and oil).5 Nanopillar arrays have
also been demonstrated to trap incident light, thus enhancing
efficiency in energy harvesting6 and surface enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS),7 and to manipulate stem cell differentiation

for bone generation.8 However, they can also be easily deformed
in a wet or humid environment, where many applications are
performed, due to swelling, thus, lowering their modulus, and/or
capillary force upon drying9–11 or simply under a mechanical
load above the buckling threshold. When the capillary force
and/or the adhesion force between the pillars are greater than the
restoring elastic force, neighboring pillars will cluster together.
As a result, the ordered straight pillars will lose their properties
such as structural color, or transparency.

Approaches to prevent clustering have been developed by
using high modulus materials or reinforcing the pillars through
partial coating of a thin layer of metal.12–14 Nevertheless, once
the pillars are clustered, it is difficult to recover them.15–18 It has
been demonstrated that tilted micropillar arrays (diameter of
10 mm or larger and aspect ratio, AR = height/diameter, typically
no more than 4) made of tilted shape memory polymers can be
recovered upon reheating.19,20 Ultrasonic force has also been
demonstrated to recover micropillars with sparse spacing.21

However, it is not possible to recover heavily clustered, high-
density nanopillars with ARs greater than 4. Herein, we demon-
strate a facile method to recover the clustered HAR nanopillars
(400 nm in diameter and AR = 10) to their original, straight
shape during demolding of photocured polymers infiltrated
between the nanopillars. The shape recovery process is repeated
more than five times. While the straight nanopillar array is highly
ordered with reflective colors, the clustered pillars are random
and appear opaque. By taking advantage of the difference in the
optical properties in the recovered region vs. the clustered region,
we demonstrate display of letters using a stamp, which can be
erased by the demolding process.
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Experimental
Fabrication of the Si master

A thin SiO2 layer (500 nm thickness) was developed on a pre-
cleaned silicon wafer by a thermal oxidation process. A square
array of a hole pattern (400 nm in diameter) was fabricated on
the SiO2 layer by the conventional photolithography and oxide
etching process. After that, the wafer was etched by SF6 gas
plasma in an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) chamber to make
HAR holes. Finally, octafluorocyclobutane (C4F8) was deposited
on the Si master by ICP plasma treatment at 30 mTorr for 20 s to
form a thin and conformal hydrophobic coating (50 nm) to lower
the surface energy of the Si master.22

Preparation of polymeric HAR nanopillars

The UV-curable precursors, soft polyurethane acrylate (PUA,
MINS 301, Minuta Tec.), hard PUA (MINS 311, Minuta Tec.) and
NOA 71 (Sigma Aldrich, Korea), were dispensed on the above
fabricated Si master and a 50 mm-thick poly(ethylene terephthalate)
(PET) film was gently placed on top of the precursor droplets
as the substrate. After UV-curing (l = 250–400 nm, intensity of
B100 W cm�2, Fusion Cure System, Minuta Tech, Korea) for
B30 s, the PET film with the each polymeric HAR nanopillar
structure was gently separated from the Si master. During UV
exposure, the initiators generate free radicals that react with the
acrylate groups of the PUA prepolymer, leading to free radical
polymerization and the formation of the crosslinked polymer
network (Fig. S1, ESI†).23 Similarly, the polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS, Sigma Aldrich, Korea) mixture with a mass ratio of
precursor: curing agent = 10 : 1 was cast on the Si master and
peeled off after thermal curing for an 1 h in an oven at 70 1C.

Recovery of the clustered PUA nanopillars

PUA 301 was dispensed on the clustered nanopillars and covered
with a PET film. After the same UV curing process described
above, the PET film was gently peeled off from the substrate.
During the process, an external force (43.7 N cm�2) was applied
on the clustered nanopillars, resulting in recovering of the pillars.

Characterization

The transmittance of the pristine and clustered nanopillars on PET
films was measured on a UV-VIS spectrometer (PerkinElmer
Lambda 45, USA) from 300 to 800 nm. PET was used as a reference.
The morphologies of the nanopillars under various conditions
were imaged using a field emission scanning electron microscope
(FE-SEM, AURIGA, Carl Zeiss, Germany) at 5 kV. To measure the
contact angles (CAs) of water droplets, we used a contact angle
analyser (DSA100, Kruss GmbH., Germany).

Results and discussion

The HAR nanopillar arrays (400 nm in diameter, D, 1 mm in
spacing, S, and 4 mm in height, H, see Fig. 1a) are fabricated by
molding from a silicon master (see Fig. S2, ESI†) with the
corresponding array of nanoholes. The aspect ratio (AR = H/D)
of the nanopillars is 10. After filling UV-curable polyurethane

acrylate (PUA, MINS 301), which we refer here as PUA 301, into
the nanohole array, followed by UV curing, we peel off the
polymeric nanopillars from the silicon master. PUA is an
elastomeric, versatile molding material that has been used in
various soft lithography applications, including bioinspired
micro/nanostructures,22,24 microfluidic devices, and tissue
engineering,25–27 due to its unique properties such as moldability,
high strength, and optical transparency.

To fabricate stable HAR nanopillars without failure such as
ground collapse (i.e., pillars falling on the ground) or lateral
collapse (i.e., pillar clustering), it is important to choose materials
with a high elastic modulus and low surface tension.28 Roca-Cusachs
et al. have derived the critical modulus of ground collapse as,28,29

EG
c ¼

103 1� n2
� �0:25

H1:5W

ðpDÞ2:5 (1)

where n is the Poisson’s ratio and W is the work of adhesion.
For PUA 301, n = 0.3 and W = 38.6 mJ m�2,30 we calculate EG

c

as 17.5 MPa.
For lateral collapse, the critical modulus is ref. 28, 31 and 32

EL
c ¼

0:94 1� n2
� �0:25

H3W

D2:5S1:5
(2)

where S is the spacing distance between pillars. EL
c = 22.4 MPa.

It is noted both eqn (1) and (2) are derived for cylindrical
pillars. PUA 301 has E = 19.8 MPa,33 which indicates that the
PUA301 nanopillars are stable for ground collapse but unstable
for lateral collapse when external forces are applied to the
pillars. We find that the PUA nanopillars do not collapse after
peeling off from the silicon master (Fig. 1 and Fig. S3, ESI†),
which is due to the fact that the C4F8 deposited on the Si master
is very efficient in releasing PUA 301, which is relatively hydro-
philic (more details in the Experimental section). In compar-
ison, it is difficult to obtain stable nanopillars from PDMS,
which are ground collapsed (Fig. S3, ESI†) after peeling off the

Fig. 1 Top-view SEM images of the straight (a) and clustered (b) HAR
nanopillar arrays. Insets: Cross-sectional SEM images of the pristine
and clustered HAR nanopillar arrays. (c) A schematic illustration of
the shape recovery process of PUA nanopillars by mechanical pulling
during demolding.
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Si master due to its low elastic modulus (g = 21.3 mJ m�2,
E B 2 MPa).28 Straight nanopillars can be obtained from the
higher modulus materials, including hard PUA (MINS 311,
referred to as PUA 311, E = 350–10 000 MPa)33 and a conventional
UV curable adhesive (NOA 71, g = 40 mJ m�2, E = 380 MPa).34

However, most of them are found to be stuck in the Si master
which has HAR nanoholes (Fig. S3, ESI†), possibly due to the weak
elongation tensile strength (break point of MINS 311 = 9% of
elongation and MINS 301 = 45% of elongation)35 and high
adhesion force between NOA 71 and the master. We note that
the pillars studied here are cylindrical. Previously, we successfully
fabricated tapered nanopillars with high-aspect-ratios (up to 10)
from PUA 311.33 The tapered pillars have a smaller diameter at
the tip than the base, and thus a larger interpillar spacing at the
top. As a result, the bending moment drastically decreases, and
the tapered nanopillars are highly stable without clustering. In
contrast, cylindrical nanopillars (aspect ratio B3) made from even
stiffer epoxy (E = 3 GPa) collapsed, but the tapered nanopillars of
the same base diameter remained stable.36

Typically, once the dense and elastic HAR nanopillars are
clustered (Fig. 1b) it is difficult to recover them due to large van
der Waals interactions between the clustered pillars. Recently,
tilted and low aspect ratio (AR r 3) micropillars (diameter,
10 mm) made of shape memory polymers (SMPs) have been
demonstrated to recover to their original shapes.20,37 It is critical
that the elastic recovery energy is large enough to overcome the
adhesion energy between pillars. Since the elastic strain energy
is proportional to the dimension of the pillars as D3, while the
surface energy is proportional to D2,37 a decrease of the pillar
diameter from 10 mm to 400 nm (in our experiments) dramati-
cally increases the contribution of the surface energy by 625
times. Therefore, the surface energy becomes dominant in HAR
nanopillars. Once clustered, nanopillars cannot be recovered
without application of an external force. Here, we demonstrate
a simple yet versatile approach using mechanical pulling during
a demolding process, allowing for repeatable usage of the
polymeric HAR nanopillar arrays even after they are clustered.
As seen in Fig. 1c, first, the liquid prepolymer of PUA 301 is
placed on top of the clustered pillars, followed by capillary
infiltration into the space between the pillars. After UV curing,
the pillars are mechanically pulled against the crosslinked PUA
301. Here, a deflection force of bent pillars is applied opposite to
the adhesion force between pillars (see Fig. 2). The adhesion
force between pillars is described as,26,33

Fadh ¼
AR1=2l

16Dc
2:5

(3)

where A is the Hamaker constant (2.09 � 10�20 J), R is the radius
of the pillars (200 nm), l represent the overlap length, B10%
of the pillar height (4 mm), and Dc is a cutoff length of
the adjacent clustered pillars (0.4 nm). The deflection force is
expressed as26,33

Fdef ¼
3EId
H3

(4)

where I ¼ pR4

4

� �
is the moment of inertia of the pillars, d is the

deflection of the fabricated original pillars, and H is the height of
the pillars (4 mm). When the adhesion force between the clustered
pillars is larger than the deflection force, it is not possible to recover
the clustered pillars. In our materials system, the calculated
adhesion force is Fadh B 3.7 N cm�2 and the deflection force is
0.24 N cm�2 considering the largest value of d B H. Therefore,
the external pull-off force has to overcome the adhesion force in
order to recover the original shape of the nanopillars.

As mentioned, the as-fabricated PUA nanopillar arrays could
be collapsed or deformed by an external force during sample
handling, mechanical pressing or drying (Fig. 1a and 3b). Here,
to induce clustering, we dip the straight PUA HAR nanopillars in
a water bath for 3 min, followed by drying in an oven at 40 1C for
more than 1 h. Subsequently, we attempt the recovery of the
clustered nanopillars by the demolding process with an external
pull-off force (Fext) measured as B10.8� 1.1 N cm�2 (see Fig. S4,
ESI†), which is larger than the adhesion force per area,
Fadh B 3.7 N cm�2, between the clustered pillars as shown in
Fig. 1c and 3c. It is important to note that the morphology of the
recovered PUA structures is almost identical to their original
shapes over a large area (B10 cm � 7 cm, see Fig. S2, ESI† and
Fig. 3c). We also note that the elastomeric nature of PUA plays a
critical role here. If the pillars are too soft, during demolding,
they could ground collapse instantaneously as seen in the case of
the PDMS pillars. If the pillars are too stiff and adhesive, they will
be stuck into the mold or become fractured during demolding
as seen in the case of PUA 311 and NOA 71 nanopillars.

We repeat the clustering/recovery process over 20 cycles.
As seen in Fig. 4a, after 5 cycles, there is no deterioration of the

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the adhesion force, deflection force, and
external force applied to the pillars.
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pillars. After 20 cycles, nanopillars in some regions are
detached from the substrate, possibly due to the degradation
of the mechanical properties of nanopillars during repeated UV
exposure. Nevertheless, the majority of the nanopillars
remained intact and returned to the original shape after 20
cycles. Also, we demonstrate controllable wetting with the
recovery process. Water contact angles (CAs) are measured on
clustered and recovered nanopillars over 20 cycles. As a result
of the pillar deformation and recovery, their wettability and
optical properties are also changed. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the
water contact angle (CA) is B651 on the clustered nanopillars
and recovers to B1201 after the demolding process. A slight
decrease of CAs is observed after 20 cycles of the clustering/
recovery processes, which is reasonable given the fact that some
nanopillars are degraded as seen in Fig. 4a.

Moreover, the region with clustered HAR nanopillars becomes
opaque (Fig. 5a) due to random light scattering, in agreement with
our earlier observation.9 In the case of the straight and recovered
nanopillars, they are highly ordered and perpendicular to the
air/film interface; they can reflect the light and appear colored
when viewed from a low incident angle. Because PUA itself is quite
transparent, the transmittance is high when viewed in the normal
direction. As seen in Fig. 5b, the average transmittance of the
recovered nanopillar film in the normal direction is B89%,
similar to that of the reference (PET) in the wavelength range
from 300 to 800 nm, whereas the transmittance of the clustered
nanopillar film decreases to B75%. After the shape recovery of
the nanopillars by the mechanical pulling process, transmittance
returns back to B89%.

Lastly, we exploit the local recovery in the selective region
using a rigid patterned stamp made of wood block (see Fig. 6a).
At first, the film consisting of straight nanopillars is reflective
(Fig. 6b). Here, the nanopillar film is placed on a black back-
ground to enhance the contrast, thus, the reflective color is
more obvious compared to that seen on a PET film in Fig. 5.
When applying a force by pressing the patterned stamp against
the straight pillars, the pressed region becomes blurred because

Fig. 3 SEM images of the original (a)/recovered (c) and clustered (b and d)
PUA nanopillar arrays.

Fig. 4 (a) SEM images of the clustered/recovered PUA nanopillar arrays
during 20 cycles of the clustering/recovery process. (b) Optical micro-
scopic images of water contact angles (CAs) measured on the clustered/
recovered PUA nanopillar surfaces.

Fig. 5 (a) An optical image of two PUA nanopillar films placed on top of the
Seoul National University logo. The opaque film on the left has clustered
pillars. The transparent one on the right with reflective colors has straight
nanopillars. (b) Transmittance spectra of three different samples: reference
(bare PET film), clustered and recovered nanopillar arrays.

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic illustration of the nanopillar clustering process by
stamping a patterned seal and the subsequent shape recovering process
via demolding. (b–d) Photographs of the PET films with HAR nanopillar
arrays. (b) The as-fabricated nanopillars. (c) The stamped region becomes
opaque indicating that the pillars are clustered together. (d) Pillars recovered
in the stamped regions, thus, recovering the color in the film. The inset
in (b) shows the patterned seal. The inset SEM images in (b–d) show the
shape of nanopillars in the stamped region.
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of the clustering of the nanopillars, displaying the pattern from
the stamp (Fig. 6c). After infiltrating the nanopillars with the
PUA precursor, followed by curing and pulling, the stamped
pattern is erased and the film regains its original reflective
color (Fig. 6d), indicating the complete recovery of the pillars.

Conclusions

We investigate the reversible shape recovery of clustered HAR
nanopillars through the mechanical pulling during the demolding
process of UV curable PUA over a large area. Shape recovery is
possible due to the elastic recovery of the clustered nanopillars
assisted with the external pull-off force, overcoming the adhesion
force between the nanopillars. By taking advantage of the reversible
recovery of the clustered nanopillars, we demonstrate stamping
and erasing of patterns due to the difference in the optical proper-
ties in the clustered region vs. the pristine (or recovered) region.
With the ability to reversibly and spatially control the clustering
and recovery of the nanopillars using mechanical pulling, our
method is highly versatile to create smart surfaces.
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